
Cub Scout Centenary NYC Frankston Patrol 2013-14

Celebrating the Centenary of Cub
Scouting

Frankston Patrol 2013-14 — Completed 15/02/2014

Topic request

Requested by: National Youth Programming Team (NYPT)

Date requested: 13/10/2013

In 2016, it will be 100 years since Baden-Powell wrote ‘The Wolf Cub Handbook’, which              
heralded the beginning of the Cub Scout section. How should we celebrate this event here              
in Australia?

Report summary

The Frankston Patrol 2013-14 asked Cubs across Australia to complete a worksheet at            
the end of 2013/ beginning of 2014. With contributions from nearly 200 Cub Scouts,             
we believe that there are a number of ideas, suggested by Cubs that can be combined               
to develop an activity for Cubs, by Cubs.

Recommendations

● Ideally a camp, but at least a single day get together for all Cubs in each Branch.                
Coordinate Nationally so that all get togethers take place simultaneously - a key            
element for Cubs was getting together with other Cubs.

o To simulate a Nation-wide get-together, as part of the event, set up a video             
link with every other Branch simultaneously as part of a ceremony. Perhaps           
Branches can share special activities that they do, and all Cubs across           
Australia can sing ‘Happy Birthday’ to Cub Scouts together. Perhaps a          
couple of international Cub Packs could even be involved.

o An aerial photo of Cubs linking together to form a fleur-de-lis or similar.            
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Even better, each Branch forms a different part of the fleur-de-lis so that            
the photos can be stitched together to form the entire picture.

● Create a special badge, ideally gained by participating in an activity related to the             
Centenary. Perhaps choose the design through a National badge design         
competition.

● Many of the activities suggested by Cubs were not necessarily appropriate as a            
celebration for the Centenary, but would be perfectly acceptable Pack nights.          
Encourage Cub Leaders to involve their Cubs in the planning of a term program.

Method

In order to ensure Cub Scouts were consulted for this topic, a worksheet (see             
appendix 1) was developed to seek the Cubs ideas for the celebration. It was             
supported by a Leader’s Guide (see appendix 2), and available from the National Youth             
Council’s webpage 
(http://nyc.scouts.com.au/2013/12/13/centenary-of-cub-scouting-activity-for-cubs/
). The NYC’s Facebook page and various email lists were used to distribute the link to               
these downloads. Leaders were asked to print the worksheet and give it to their             
Packs, to be completed either with their Packs or at home. Due to the time of year,                
parents of Cubs were also encouraged to get their Cubs to do it at home. The               
worksheets were then to be submitted by the 10th of February either by email, post,              
Dropbox, or whatever other means worked for them. In total, contributions from over            
190 Cubs across 16 Packs (including two individuals who submitted theirs          
independently of their Packs) were received. These submissions were then typed up,           
and can be found in appendix 3. Appendix 4 contains the original submissions.

Responses

Themes

There were many recurring themes amongst the responses. These are discussed
below.

Camps

Many Cubs requested a statewide camp or a Cuboree, often at a campsite local to them.
Some requested that it be not just a statewide camp, but a national camp, or a camp
interstate.

Badges

A special badge was requested by a large proportion of Cubs. Many included designs
for these badges, and can be seen in appendix 4. Occasionally specific requirements
for the badges were included - mainly attending an activity, and having a competition
for the badge design was also suggested. Some Cubs also suggested that a special scarf
or woggle could be made.

Some Cubs, perhaps misunderstanding the purpose of the activity, suggested what
appeared to be new specialist badges: fishing, bike riding, cooking, music, or
waterfights.

Party
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A large number of Cubs suggested varying kinds of parties, often with music, food of
various kinds, and various entertainment. Many suggested an entire camp should be
dedicated to the party, and some suggested particular themes, such as water,
minecraft and games.

Bringing together the branch

Often to be held in conjunction with a camp, and usually involving many of the other
activities mentioned here, many Cubs wanted to ‘join up in every branch’ with other
Cub Scouts to celebrate the Centenary. To help celebrate, one Cub also suggested all
Cubs getting together and joining hands to make a giant fleur-de-lis and the number
100, of which an aerial photo would then be taken. Another suggested a treasure hunt,
with ‘BP’s treasure’ hidden in different Scout halls. Festivals and fairs also came up a
couple of times.

Activities

Perhaps due to Cubs filling this worksheet out largely in Scout halls in the middle of a                
hot summer, a large number of Cubs asked for water related activities, such as water              
fights, water slides, ice skating, water bombs, ice blocking, skiing, snow fights and            
swimming. In addition, many Cubs mentioned laser skirmish/ laser zone, alongside          
similar recreational activities such as bowling, karaoke or films. There were also           
mentions of adventurous activities such as rock climbing, mountain climbing, hiking,          
crate stacking, a zip line, and various more mainstream sports.

Other

International trips, visits to various local attractions, opportunities for Cubs to boss           
their Leaders around, a message from the Queen, campfires, a Ned Kelly reenactment            
with cap guns and a One Direction concert with backstage passes were amongst the             
other many and varied ideas that were suggested by Cubs. Many of these could be              
incorporated in one form or another to be a part of a major camp or activity to                
celebrate the Centenary.

Additional responses

In addition to the Cubs’ worksheets, we also received and came across other ideas for              
celebrating the Centenary. One Victorian Cub leader, Marc Ortlieb, contacted us after           
seeing our Facebook posts to tell us about a camp he ran with another Leader to               
celebrate the 90th anniversary of Cubs. The program for that camp, written by            
Stephen Bond, with associated documents are available as appendix 5.

Also brought to our attention were some of the activities that Scouts UK is already              
running in preparation for Cub Centenary. These are included as appendix 6 and 7,             
with web address listed in the appendix list below.

Appendices

Appendix 1 – Cub Scout Centenary Worksheet

See separate attachment.
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Appendix 2 – Cub Scout Centenary Leader’s Guide

See separate attachment.

Appendix 3 – Cub Scout Centenary Worksheet Responses

See separate attachment.

Appendix 4 – Cub Scout Centenary Worksheets Compilation

See separate attachment. NB: This appendix is available only upon request.

Appendix 5 – 90 Hour Camp Program

See separate attachment. NB: This appendix is available only upon request.

Appendix 6 – Cub Scout Centenary (Scouts UK)

See separate attachment, accessed 15/02/2014. Also available from       
http://members.scouts.org.uk/supportresources/search/?cat=12,746.

Appendix 7 – Cub Scout Centenary Program (Scouts UK)

See separate attachment, accessed 15/02/2014. Also available from       
http://members.scouts.org.uk/supportresources/4157/cub-centenary-programme?ca
t=12,746&moduleID=10.

Completed by the Frankston Patrol 2013-14 of the Scouts Australia National Youth           
Council, 15/02/2014.

Annie Asquith (PL)

Xanthia Dubler

Brendon Kingdom

Daniel Schrapel

Natasha Wood
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